1. Test Reports

- Unit Test Report: GSS Assist
- Unit Test Report: Proxy SSL
- Unit Test Report: GSSAPI (GSI)
- Unit Test Report: Proxy Utils
- Unit Test Report: OpenSSL Error

2. Test coverage reports

- A test coverage report is available at http://www.mcs.anl.gov/~bester/gsi/coverage/5.2.3.

3. Code analysis reports

- There are no code analysis reports available at this time.

4. Known Problems in GSIC

- GT-106: Free requirement for cred_get_subject_name not in API docs
- GT-107: GSI XIO Driver hangs in delegation code
- GT-110: GSS_I_DISALLOW_ENCRYPTION not being enforced by GSI C GSSAPI
- GT-210: grid-mapfile-check-consistency doesn't work well

---

1 globus-gss-assist-test.html
2 globus-proxy-ssl-test.html
3 globus-gssapi-gsi-test.html
4 globus-proxy-utils-test.html
5 globus-openssl-error-test.html
6 http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-106
7 http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-107
8 http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-110
9 http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-210
• GT-232\textsuperscript{10}: gss_accept_sec_context() doesn’t return value as per specs

5. Fixed Bugs for GSIC

• GT-235\textsuperscript{11}: GSI does not reload CRLs if they are replaced

6. Performance reports

• There are no performance reports available at this time.

Glossary

\textsuperscript{10}http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-232
\textsuperscript{11}http://jira.globus.org/browse/GT-235